
Chapter 4: Characters 

Interview

All characters start on this screen.

- Adds a new character.
  Use the six tabs on this Interview screen, plus the next two screens (Freehand 
Interview, and Personality) to create a deep description of any characters. 

- Imports a character from any other projects currently saved in the program, (not from an 
external Þle.) Since there are over 100 blank Þelds for a main character, you probably 
donÕt want to re-type them if you donÕt have to. If youÕre writing a series or a sequel, you 
can import any characters previously created in a different project. Once imported, the 
new character is a copy, separate and distinct from the original.

- Use the character arrows to click through to view all characters in the 
current project.  The characters are sorted in the same order as on the 
All Characters layout:  Protagonists, Antagonists, Major, Minor, First
Name.

- Deleting a character in one project doesnÕt delete the same character in other projects. 
You will be given a warning before the character is permanently removed.
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- 012345#56&#+++#7(&89:#743;#56&#<6=4=>5&4#?)5&4*(&'#:&>5(3)#53#=)#&15&4)=8#5&15#7(8&#56=5

;=@#A&#(;2345&9#()53#=)356&4#243B4=;#:C>6#=:#Scrivener,#D6&#7(8&#'(88#A&#)=;&9#=75&4#

56&#>6=4=>5&4,#E3C#'(88#A&#B(*&)#=)#325(3)#53#>633:&#56&#83>=5(3)#37#56&#:=*&9#7(8&,#F)8@#

7(&89:#56=5#>3)5=()#9=5=#'(88#A&#&12345&9#G()#,515#734;=5,H#$%&'#()#*+,--/

Minor Characters  

Only characters that are set as ÒMinorÓ on the Character Interview layout will appear on this 
layout. There is no way to create a character from this layout. Use these six Þelds to describe a 
minor character instead of the 100+ Þelds used to ßesh out main characters.

Click on the name of a minor character to switch to the full Character Interview screen.
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Character List  

The Character List screen displays all characters created for the current project.
Characters are sorted in this order:
1) Protagonists
2) Antagonists
3) Major
4) Minor
5) First Name

Click on the character name to switch to the Character Interview screen.
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